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The most frequent phrase appearing in manuscripts recently is, "This work is a part of a larger project" (italics added). Apparently these researchers are working on something grand, but have decided to throw us some crumbs from the banquet table:
• "This work is a part of a larger project" causes frustration to the reviewers: Which part? What project? It seems this article is not complete in itself.
• "This work is a part of a larger project" results in anxiety for the editor: Is there overlap? Is this the most important part? Will readers find this part and cite it-or ignore it as insignificant? • "This work is a part of a larger project" makes the readers irritated: Where are the other parts? Do I need them to complete my understanding of this so-far unnamed project?
Dissertation projects-often our students' first attempts at research and trending toward publication, and by policy as not one, but three articles-are becoming standard. Even the traditional monograph dissertation is treated as a pie and cut into slices, which then become a disjointed set of interrelated articles. Once these were (1) an article from the literature review, (2) an article from the methods, and (3) an article from the results chapter, until editors refused to consider the first two. Now the "Results" are dissected and published as the three articles, of course, each noted "as a part of a larger project."
Doing large-scale qualitative projects is not new. Once we had research programs. A research program addressed a large programmatic aim, and consisted of a series of planned, interrelated, interconnected projects, each complete in itself, and each contributing stepwise to meeting the overall AIM. Nowadays we would describe this as a multiple-method research program. The dissemination goal became to publish each article in separate journals, and then to publish an article-or a monograph-synthesizing all of these articles somewhere else.
Accusations then arose about "salami slicing." Researchers were accused of identifying the lowest common denominators, and publishing those as articles, cluttering the literature with trivia and padding their vita. Oh yes-there was "duplicate publication" and "selfplagiarizing"-more hand slapping for those who published. And for those working in unique areas, the criticism of "self-citation." Poor authors-dammed if you don't publish and dammed if you do. The trick seemed to be to find the balance. Now research programs appear to have been discarded as a descriptor, and to put a stop to these culinary metaphors, we have a nameless style of articles submitted that are related to other parts of the researcher's ongoing projects, but we are not told how or why or where. Because of salami slicing and duplicate publishing, prolific authors are still regarded with suspicion: Is this article really self-contained, or has it been partitioned off from some other important pieces of information?
The solution? Let's go back to the title of Research Program. Everyone should have one. Let's only publish the planned, self-contained research, and use logic models to show how these projects or products (as articles) fit together. Overall, encompassing articles are allowed if they say something new, and if they have important implications not included in the other publications. These comprehensive articles should become state-of-the-art articles for research programs, cite all of the previous publications from the research program, and perhaps even be published with an outside author providing a commentary.
